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Many Salesforce teams are at the start of their Agile and DevOps journey. Naturally, Agile and

DevOps means different things to different people and to different businesses, but in summary

it’s really about the quality and quantity of delivery, and also the enjoyment of it (e.g. stress free

working environment and happy users). Many people often jump straight to talking about tools

when they talk about DevOps, but that could be where so many people misstep. DevOps is

about more than tools, it’s about creating effective and efficient cultures and ways of working. 

When you’re starting the journey to Agile from scratch, it is initially easy to fall into old methods

that are familiar such as Waterfall when developing something. Naturally when we encounter

issues, we gravitate towards processes and practices that we are comfortable and familiar

with. This is what often makes it difficult to implement Agile. There are three main mechanisms

within Agile/ DevOps: development, testing, and shipping, and they all need to be on the same

page with their methodology, because a constraint at any stage here will delay the whole

process.

It’s also important to have organised backlogs. Currently, many teams have unorganised

backlogs of tasks, which means when they are asked about a completion date, they can’t give

an accurate estimation of time frames. This can cause trust issues between those three

mechanisms mentioned above, as well as within the wider team. Once DevOps and Agile

teams are working efficiently enough, they should be able to give more precise time frames on

completion dates, which will then build trust in the development pipeline and reinforce a

smoother and more collaborative environment.

Salesforce has said that it aims to create 100,000 new jobs for the UK employment market by

2024, and interest in Salesforce, and the number of job opportunities around it certainly

suggest that this is more than possible. 

Recently, Principal Salesforce Consultant, Alec Dewell, invited a small number of senior

Salesforce Leaders from the North West to join him on a roundtable to discuss current

challenges that Salesforce professionals are facing and how leaders can overcome them. Here

you will find a collation of best practices and pieces of advice from market leaders in the sector

around Release Management and QA, Implementing Agile and DevOps, User Training, and

Documentation.

If you'd like more information on this, or would like the opportunity to join a future roundtable

session with other market leaders to discuss wider Salesforce topics, please contact Alec Dewell

directly.
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Introduction

DevOps and Agile for Salesforce
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The challenge when running Agile delivery with Salesforce is continuous integration. Normally

with any efficient agile environment there should be heavy automation and the ability to build

test and release with a button click. However, Salesforce is much more complex in nature and

source code may be contained within different files, metadata and database entries, making it

very difficult to automate. Therefore, Salesforce teams and leaders need to focus on improving

the automation of releasing from one environment to the other. This can be supported through

change management personnel and tooling, however there is a reluctance to spend additional

money on Salesforce teams because the licensing is already so expensive and ROI can be

difficult to quantify.
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Managing Releases & QA

With the Summer release on the horizon, it’s time to start managing the impacts of that release.

Managing the releases becomes much more difficult once you move away from having a

completely standardised product and start really customising your product for the business.

This can really complicate the process and it is therefore fundamental to stay on top of releases

at all costs. It’s also important to consider how features of the new release will impact your

current way of working in terms of API versioning and interface. Failing to test at every level,

including at a user level is too risky.

It can be a challenging time for any team, and it is important that teams get control over their

metadata management, CI building, and sandbox management for managing an

organization’s release train. A release train is an incremental and predictable feature delivery

technique, which is a formal process to take any changes made in the development

environment and deploy them to production. This can be split down into three segments:

metadata management, continuous integration build, and sandbox management. Especially

with more complex estates to manage, it’s important to simplify the release management as

much as possible.

Simplifying Salesforce Release Management

Compare and deploy – you can compare organisations to differences in configuration,

giving you a better insight into your environment, before validating releases and deploying

changes

Schedule Salesforce releases to coincide with existing maintenance windows, but ensure

you confirm all dates with all parties involved and affected.

Automate unit testing  and use QA testing tools during Salesforce deployment to receive

failure notifications and debug errors instantly, allowing you to track all changes and

monitor the deployment. 

Work with your whole team to collaborate and ensure everybody is effectively preparing

and deploying changes with minimum disruption and errors.
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Best Practices for Salesforce Admins:

Always make changes in the lower development sandbox before promoting the change to

the test sandbox or to the production organisation

Use tools to automate the deployment process

Use testing to reduce deployment times

Automate the deployment of all components such as profiles and permission sets

Larger enterprises with more complex estates deserve investment into their testing by having

dedicated test managers who create the testing strategies, that cover everything from unit

testing right through to business acceptance testing. Unfortunately testing is often the last thing

to receive investment despite it having such a huge impact. A bad release, bugs and broken

features can massively impact customer confidence ratings in your product. Effective and

thorough QA is fundamental.

User Training & Documentation

There’s a fundamental lack in user training, as tech teams often prioritise other areas such as

support and sales. Businesses need to focus on the learning and development aspects as well,

including moving away from outdated methods of training (hour long seminar or lecture

followed by questions). In large organisations, it’s really important to make sure the same

training opportunities are available to everyone, and that everybody is on the same page.

Creating a ‘Wiki’ or knowledge bank for this can be really useful.

Essentially, this Wiki is a centralised source of information and documents with instructions,

screenshots and commentary on how to address and solve a variety of issues with links to

useful documents and SharePoints.

Documentation is a really great tool when it is used effectively. Some key documentation that

has been mentioned by some of our own clients include ‘data dictionaries’ and ‘wireframes’.

When focusing on the customer journey and experience, wireframes are a great way to really

flesh out ideas visually and then drive out a lot of detail in the user story and in the data

dictionary.
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AutoRABIT: CI/CD automation solution for Salesforce application development.

Copado: change management tool

Virtuoso: testing tool which writes testing scripts in natural language

Provar: end-to-end test automation solution designed especially for Salesforce

ImprovedApps: knowledge management

Always make sure you invest in tools that are suitable for your business size and team

capabilities. Here are some useful tools mentioned by our roundtable attendees:

Some useful tools:
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